& The study of semantic memory in patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) has raised important questions about the representation of conceptual knowledge in the human brain. It is still unknown whether semantic memory impairments are caused by localized damage to specialized regions or by diffuse damage to distributed representations within nonspecialized brain areas. To our knowledge, there have been no direct correlations of neuroimaging of in vivo brain function in AD with performance on tasks differentially addressing visual and functional knowledge of living and nonliving concepts. We used a semantic verification task and resting 18-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography in a group of mild to moderate AD patients to investigate this issue. The four task conditions required semantic knowledge of (1) visual, (2) functional properties of living objects, and (3) visual or (4) functional properties of nonliving objects. Visual property verification of living objects was significantly correlated with left posterior fusiform gyrus metabolism (Brodmann's area [BA] 37/19). Effects of visual and functional property verification for nonliving objects largely overlapped in the left anterior temporal (BA 38/20) and bilateral premotor areas (BA 6), with the visual condition extending more into left lateral precentral areas. There were no associations with functional property verification for living concepts. Our results provide strong support for anatomically separable representations of living and nonliving concepts, as well as visual feature knowledge of living objects, and against distributed accounts of semantic memory that view visual and functional features of living and nonliving objects as distributed across a common set of brain areas. &
INTRODUCTION
Theoretical accounts of category-specific semantic deficits-in which concepts from living and nonliving domains are independently impaired-fall into two distinct classes. One posits anatomically separable representations for different types of semantic information, whereas the other assumes that all semantic knowledge is represented in a distributed fashion within the same regions, irrespective of type.
Among the advocates of the former, disagreement persists about how semantic information is subdivided: According to the sensory-functional theory (SFT), the perceptual and functional properties of concepts depend on different brain regions, and category-specific deficits are explained by the differential importance of these two types of information for living and nonliving concepts, together with selective lesions to visual or functional feature regions ( Warrington & Shallice, 1984) . Variants of the sensory-functional theory have proposed that domain-specific subdivisions may exist within such feature-specific areas (McCarthy & Warrington, 1988) or, more recently, that conceptual knowledge arises from feature knowledge stored in the areas critical to lexical, as well as perceptual, and motor representations (Barsalou, Kyle Simmons, Barbey, & Wilson, 2003; Pulvermuller, 1999) . In contrast, the domain-specific account proposed by Caramazza and Mahon (2003) and Caramazza and Shelton (1998) assumes that evolutionary pressures have given rise to anatomically separable, generally amodal systems, representing semantic knowledge about animals, vegetables, and artifacts.
Distributed theories do not postulate separable semantic stores for either categories or semantic features (Rogers et al., 2004; Moss & Tyler, 2000; Devlin, Gonnerman, Andersen, & Seidenberg, 1998; Gonnerman, Andersen, Devlin, Kempler, & Seidenberg, 1997; Caramazza, Hillis, & Rapp, 1990 ) but account for categoryspecific deficits by appealing to differences in concept structure: the more co-occurring (''intercorrelated'') features contributing to a concept's representation, the less likely that concept is to become degraded by partial damage to distributed representations. A different composition of feature co-occurrences in living and nonliving concepts has been proposed as the basis of differential impairments (Moss & Tyler, 2000; Devlin et al., 1998; Gonnerman et al., 1997; Caramazza et al., 1990) .
Neuropsychological studies of cohorts of patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) have shown that semantic processing is impaired more frequently and deteriorates more rapidly for living concepts than for those in the nonliving domain. Garrard et al. (2001) and Garrard, Patterson, Watson, and Hodges (1998) argued that the category-specific patterns emerging at different stages of AD were because of the impact of regional distribution of pathology on the representation of sensory and functional information. Apart from a small subset of individual cases with available neuropathology, however, no hard neuroanatomical evidence was available to back up this claim. More recently, correlations between in vivo measures of regional pathology such as 18-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) or quantitative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and functional indices of semantic memory integrity in AD have been used to identify regions important to picture naming and nonverbal semantic tasks (Zahn et al., 2004; Hirono et al., 2001; Desgranges et al., 1998; Grossman et al., 1997 Grossman et al., , 2004 . The technique provides a novel opportunity to test Garrard et al.'s hypothesis on a larger scale.
The aim of the present study was therefore to correlate information from FDG-PET-a sensitive and valid measure of regional brain function in AD (Herholz et al., 2002) -with performance on an experimental semantic task requiring knowledge of the sensory and functional feature knowledge of living and nonliving concepts. Only mild to moderate AD patients were included, so that semantic impairments would not be confounded with overall disease severity. We chose a feature verification task, which required patients to answer simple questions about the visual (e.g., ''a zebra has stripes'') and functional properties (e.g., ''an axe chops'') of object concepts. This task has a number of advantages over conventional semantic tasks such as picture naming: first, it may be more sensitive to category-specific impairments than picture naming (Laws & Sartori, 2005) ; second, it allows visual and functional knowledge of living and nonliving concepts to be specifically and separately probed; finally, the fact that only the responses ''true'' or ''false'' are required, reduces the likelihood of confounds between experimental conditions and difficulties of lexical retrieval or word production.
The central assumption was that regions in which metabolism correlates with performance on each of the four conditions (living visual, living functional, nonliving visual, nonliving functional) are critical to the representation of that specific kind of semantic information. We would further contend that although activation studies of normal subjects identify a set of brain regions that are involved in a particular task, the functional lesion approach reveals areas that are necessary for successful performance (Price, Mummery, Moore, Frakowiak, & Friston, 1999) and, as such, represents an indispensable adjunct to this methodology.
We tested the following predictions from competing theories of semantic memory organization and its impairment in AD: 
METHODS Patients
Sixteen mild to moderate AD patients (all right-handed; 9 women; mean age = 67.7 years, SD = 8.5 years; mean years of schooling, 9.4, SD = 2.0; mean Mini Mental State Examination [MMSE] score = 23.1, SD = 2.9; Clinical Dementia Rating score = 1 in 11 patients and Clinical Dementia Rating score = 2 in 5 patients) fulfilling the criteria of the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Diseases and Stroke/Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association (McKhann et al., 1984) for probable AD and not fulfilling revised consensus criteria for frontotemporal dementia (Neary et al., 1998) were recruited through the Memory Clinic at the University of Freiburg. In one patient, a history of delusions and cognitive fluctuation raised the possibility of comorbid Lewy body disease (McKeith et al., 1996) . His semantic memory test profile was within the range (mean ± 1.5 SD) of the other patients in the group. Neuropsychological evaluation revealed consistent impairments of verbal and nonverbal delayed recall in all patients with additional naming or visuoconstructive deficits in different subgroups of patients (see Table 1 ). MRI revealed changes of diffuse and symmetrical volume loss and bilateral hippocampal atrophy, together with minimal white matter lesions in some cases but no evidence of other pathology. Other causes of cognitive decline had been excluded based on routine blood tests. None of the patients had a history of stroke, other neurological disease, or major or recurrent psychiatric symptomatology, including substance abuse, before onset of dementia. All were native speakers of German. None of the patients had received cholinesterase inhibitors or cholinergic medication during the study; four patients were taking selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and two were taking an atypical neuroleptic drug (quetiapine).
Normal Controls
Fourteen healthy right-handed volunteers (7 women; mean MMSE = 29.3, SD = 1.1) matched to the patient group for age and years of schooling ( p > .4, MannWhitney U test), without history of central nervous system or psychiatric disease, substance abuse, or psychotropic medication, provided control data for the experimental semantic tasks described below. All performed at normal levels (z > À1) on the Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer's Disease (CERAD) test battery (a comprehensive standardized neuropsychological test battery for the diagnosis of dementia; German norms from Berres, Monsch, Bernasconi, Thalmann, & Stahelin, 2000) . Because of local ethics regulations, no age-matched control group was available for the PET study, so data from a group of 12 healthy normal subjects without psychiatric or neurological diseases or psychotropic medication (7 women; mean age = 48 years, SD = 16 years) were used. The most important aspect of the PET analysis (parametric regression), however, did not require control data.
Semantic Verification Task
A set of 192 simple propositions of the form ''a zebra has stripes'' or ''an axe chops'' were read aloud. Half of the propositions were true, and half were false, and subjects were simply required to make a verbal ''true-or-false'' decision. The properties used in this test were taken from responses on a feature-generation task performed by a nonoverlapping group of 60 healthy volunteers (mean age = 27.1 years, SD = 10.9). For this task, words for 120 concepts (60 living and 60 nonliving) were selected from Snodgrass and Vanderwart's (1980) set. The words were divided into two sublists of 60 words (30 living and 30 nonliving), each of which was given to a subgroup of 30 controls. Controls were asked first to perform a free forward word association task by writing down the first word that came to mind after reading each object name. The percentage of subjects naming a word in response to a given object name yielded a measure of ''forward associativity''. Subjects were then instructed to write down between four and eight properties commonly attributed to each concept in turn. Each property was assigned a ''dominance'' value, equivalent to the proportion of subjects generating it in response to a word (Ashcraft, 1978) . Feature distinctiveness was determined as the proportion of same-domain concepts for which the feature was generated.
Properties with dominance values of less than 15% were discarded, and 96 selected from the remainder such that one visual and one functional property were associated with each of 24 living and 24 nonliving concepts. Living and nonliving concept words and visual and functional feature words were matched for spoken and written word frequency and syllable length using the CELEX lexical database (www.mpi.nl/world/celex/). Feature words were also matched across domain and across type by dominance and distinctiveness. All concept-feature pairs had less than 15% associativity. The combination of feature distinctiveness and feature dominance provides information comparable to the ''feature relevance'' measure of Sartori and Lombardi (2004) . An equal set of distracter statements was formed by pseudorandom recombination of the selected properties with concepts to make a total of 192 statements in the task. Properties of living concepts were recombined with living concepts and nonliving properties with nonliving concepts only. The feature verification task was administered to 14 cognitively normal age-and education-matched controls. To equate the item difficulty across stimulus conditions a subset of 128 statements with high response consistency (>90% agreement) per item across normal controls was selected. The properties of the final 128 items used in the task are summarized in Table 2 .
Semantic Memory Test Battery
Semantic memory integrity was documented using a German-language version of the semantic memory test battery described by Hodges, Salmon, and Butters (1992) . The battery, described in detail by Zahn et al. (2004) , is based on a set of 48 line drawings and associated concept names from Snodgrass and Vanderwart's (1980) set. Half the items are drawn from the living and half from the nonliving domain, matched for prototypicality, familiarity, visual complexity, spoken frequency, and syllable length. Subjects are presented with 48 line drawings for naming and with 48 arrays containing a target and within-category foils, for spoken word-topicture matching. Half of the items were presented within an array of 3, the other half within an array of 6 items. Subjects were also asked to produce as many exemplars of the following categories in a fixed order for 1 min each: land animals, clothing, vegetables, vehicles, insects, kitchen items, fruits, and musical instruments. The sum of correct, nonrepeated responses was recorded. The picture version of the Pyramids and Palm Trees (PPT) test (Howard & Patterson, 1992 ) was administered as a nonlinguistic test of associative semantic knowledge.
Positron Emission Tomography Imaging
The PET procedure was performed according to previously defined standards ( Juengling, Kassubek, & Otte, 2000) . Patient and control participants were allowed to rest in an acoustically isolated and dimmed room for at least 10 min before injection of 200 ± 20 MBq 18-FDG and for another 20 min during the uptake period. Participants were then transferred to the scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany, CTI ECAT exact tomograph, 10.8 cm field of view, 6.8 mm full width half maximum), with their heads positioned relative to the orbitomeatal line. Image acquisition began 30 min after injection. Six dynamic frames were acquired, each of 5-min duration. Images were reconstructed using filtered back-projection (Shepp-Logan filter; cutoff = 0.35 cycles/pixel). Attenuation correction was performed using the standard mathematical algorithm implemented in ECAT software. The dynamic frames were then checked for motion artifacts and summed to generate a single data set of 31 transaxial planes.
For analysis using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM2, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk), image data were converted to ANALYZE format, and automated spatial normalization was performed to realign the data set to a common 3-D stereotaxic space using the Montreal Neurological Institute template (Friston, Holmes, & Worsley, 1995) . Before voxel-based analysis, images were smoothed using an 18 Â 18 Â 18-mm Gaussian kernel to account for interindividual anatomical variability. The global cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (gCMRGlc) was normalized to a mean of 50 Amol/100 mL/min. The normalized FDG-PET data of the patients were compared with healthy subjects by computing pixel-by-pixel t statistics for detection of hypometabolic areas (Signorini et al., 1999) . For anatomical identification, the coordinates derived from the Montreal Neurological Institute template were transformed using the appropriate algorithm (cf. www.mrccbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html) to comply with the original grid by Talairach and Tournoux. All areas exceeding a voxel threshold level of z > 3.09 and p = .001, uncorrected, and a size of >15 voxels are reported in the group comparison.
Percent correct scores on each condition of the semantic verification task were entered as covariates of interest in the within-patient group parametric regression analysis with the aim of identifying regions showing decreased metabolism associated with low performance. For covariance analysis, voxel clusters with t values corresponding to p < .01 in a single test and a minimum cluster size of 15 voxels were displayed as projected on lateral views of a standard brain (Figure 3 ). Only regions with a voxel significance level of p < .001, z > 3.09, and a cluster size of >15 voxels at p = .01 are reported in Table 4 and discussed below.
RESULTS

Neuropsychology
Background Neuropsychology
As a group, the AD patients showed severe impairments of direct and delayed verbal as well as nonverbal recall and verbal recognition in the CERAD test battery (Table 1, z < À2 SD of age-and education-matched norm population mean). Boston Naming Test and figure drawing group means were in the less severely impaired range (z < À1). Individual case analyses showed most consistent impairments in memory and fluency subtests; Boston Naming Test and figure drawing were impaired in different subgroups of patients. Table 3 gives details of the patients' and normal group's performance in the semantic memory tests. On a group basis, AD patients performed significantly lower than controls on all semantic memory measures ( p = .05). Except for the PPT test and the nonliving functional condition of the verification task, all comparisons also The semantic verification task consists of 128 short statements (i.e., ''zebras have stripes, true or false ?'' 50% true and 50% false); 32 for each of the four conditions. The level of significance was set to p = .01 for each of the 11 comparisons to yield an approximate Bonferroni-corrected threshold of p = .10 to be sensitive for the detection of differences in psycholinguistic stimulus properties between conditions. *The mean response agreement per item is the proportion of normal subjects that gave a correct response per item, averaged for each of the four conditions. It is a measure of response consistency and relative item difficulty. survived a more stringent Bonferroni-corrected threshold ( p = .003; equivalent to an approximate Bonferronicorrected threshold of p = .05). On an individual case basis, more than two thirds of the AD patients were below the normal cutoff score (below normal mean À 2 SD and below normal range) in the following tests: semantic word fluency, picture naming, and semantic verification. Word-picture matching was above the normal cutoff score in 13 of 16 patients, and nonverbal semantic memory (PPT test) was below the cutoff in 6 of 16 patients.
Semantic Memory Test Results
Semantic Verification Task Results
As a group, patients performed at a lower level than controls in all task conditions (Table 3 ). The scores of 13 of 16 patients fell below the normal cutoff in the visual conditions; of 16 patients, 10 were below cutoff in the living functional conditions and 9 in the nonliving functional condition (Table 3) . Normal subjects performed at ceiling level all conditions. Figure 1 shows the comparative levels of accuracy (percentage of correct responses) achieved by patients in the four conditions of the semantic verification task. A nonparametric one-way analysis of variance over the four task conditions revealed no significant effect of task condition on performance [x 2 (3)= 7.5, p = .06, ns, Friedman test, asymptotic].
Figure 2 displays individual scores in the semantic verification task plotted against scores on naming, PPT, and MMSE. There were highly significant associations (Spearman's r, two-tailed significance) between performance on the verification task and both naming (r = 0.75, p = .001) and PPT (r = 0.79, p = .0001), but no such relationship with MMSE (r = 0.28, p = .30).
Dissociations of performance between categories and/ or features were sought using x 2 statistics on each patient's scores. Only one patient showed a significant dissociation at p < .05, arising from a greater number of errors with visual feature questions distributed evenly across living and nonliving conditions. The same patient's naming performance showed a trend toward a category-specific difference with more errors for nonliving (79% correct) than for living concepts (96% correct; Fisher's Exact Test, p = .09). Two more patients showed category differences in the naming task, one with a trend toward a greater deficit for living concepts (58% vs. 83% correct; Fisher's Exact Test, p = .055), and the other with the reverse pattern (54% vs. 83% correct; Fisher's Exact Test, p = .03). There were no dissociated patterns of performance on word picture matching or fluency in any of the patients.
18-Fluorodeoxyglucose Positron Emission Tomography
Alzheimer's Disease versus Normal Control Group Comparison
The group comparison shows a typical pattern of hypometabolism in AD patients relative to normal controls in the bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortices (Brodmann's area [BA] 8/9), bilateral inferior temporal gyri (BA 20) , the left anterior superior temporal gyrus (BA 22), the right posterior superior temporal sulcus (BA 22/21), bilateral angular gyri (BA 39/7), and bilateral posterior cingulate gyri/precuneus (BA 31) ( Figure 3 , Table 4 ).
Within-Alzheimer's Disease Patient Group Regression Analyses
The main focus of this article is the result of the within-AD patient group regression analyses, independent of normal controls. These analyses identify brain regions in the AD group where glucose metabolism was positively correlated with performance in the respective condition of the semantic verification task (living visual, living functional, nonliving visual, nonliving functional). Figure 3 shows 3-D projections of these significantly correlated regions on a more lenient level of significance ( p = .01) to give an impression of the extension of areas. We will only report and discuss regions in the text and Table 4 , however, that achieved a more stringent level of significance ( p = .001, 15 voxels). Performance on verification of the visual properties of living things was significantly correlated with metabolism Side maxima for large clusters are in italics. NC = normal controls. All areas exceeding a voxel threshold level of p = .001, uncorrected, and a cluster size of >15 voxels are reported (SPM2). One patient had scores below the patient group mean À 2 SD on three conditions of the verification task (see Figure 1 ). To rule out the possibility that our regression analyses were disproportionately inf luenced by this extreme case we repeated the analysis after excluding the outlier. All reported regions were confirmed in the reanalysis.
in the left posterior fusiform gyrus (BA 37/19), whereas performance with both visual and functional properties of the nonliving concepts was significantly associated with metabolism in left anterior temporal (BA 20/38) and bilateral precentral/premotor regions (BA 4/6). The right frontal pole (BA 10) was associated with the nonliving visual properties only. No area exceeded threshold for the living functional condition. The comparison of the extensions of significantly associated areas (Figure 3) shows a more pronounced extension within the left lateral precentral cortex for the nonliving visual condition and a larger extension of premotor hypometabolism into the right hemisphere for the nonliving functional condition.
DISCUSSION
The study reported here was designed to identify correlations between regions of cortical hypometabolism and performance on a semantic feature verification task in which conceptual domain membership (living vs. nonliving) was crossed with type of knowledge probed (visual vs. functional). The principal motivation for the study was to test the contrasting predictions of a number of theoretical models of semantic organization, concerning the relationship between living and nonliving concepts on the one hand, and visual and functional knowledge on the other. The study's major findings can be summarized as the association of (a) impaired knowledge of the visual properties of living concepts with hypometabolism in the posterior fusiform gyrus (BA 37/19) and (b) impaired knowledge of the visual and functional properties of nonliving concepts with hypometabolism in the left anterior temporal (BA 38/20) and motor/premotor areas (BA 4/6). Both findings are in keeping with a large body of previously published data linking brain regions with semantic categories and different feature types. The left posterior fusiform region has been linked to visual property verification using functional MRI (Kan, Barsalou, Solomon, Minor, & Thompson-Schill, 2003) , and to noun imageability using PET (Wise et al., 2000) , although neither study contrasted living and nonliving concepts. Thompson-Schill, Aguirre, Desposito, and Farah (1999) used a verbal property verification task to show activation of the posterior fusiform gyrus (BA 37) for all aspects of living things and for nonliving concepts when visual property knowledge was explicitly required. As Price et al. (1999) have pointed out, however, functional activation in normal subjects is likely to include regions that are involved in but not necessary for task performance. Thus, although the posterior fusiform gyrus might be activated for both living and nonliving concepts, the data reported here would suggest that it may be necessary only for judgments involving the visual properties of living things.
The association between knowledge of nonliving concepts and the anterior temporal lobe accords with Figure 2 . Dependence between patients' performance in the semantic verification task in comparison to other semantic tasks as well as overall cognitive status. Linear regression of accuracy in the semantic verification task is plotted against (A) overall naming (semantic memory test battery) and (B) nonverbal semantic memory (PPT test, threepicture version), accuracy (percentage correct responses), as well as (C) MMSE raw scores in AD patients (n = 16). Linear regression R 2 scores are depicted. There were highly significant associations (Spearman's r, twotailed significance) between performance on the verification task and both naming (r = 0.75, p = .001) and PPT (r = 0.79, p = .0001), but there was no such relationship with MMSE (r = 0.28, p = .30).
descriptions of patients with anterior temporal lobe resections who show selective naming impairments for both human actions (Lu et al., 2002) and nonliving items (Cappa, Frugoni, Pasquali, Perani, & Zorat, 1998; Tippett, Glosser, & Farah, 1996) . The importance of anterior temporal cortex for semantic memory is well established: Its supramodal role in semantic knowledge can be inferred from the multimodal impairments characteristic of the syndrome of semantic dementia, which is associated with atrophy in anterior temporal regions (Davies et al., 2005; Rogers et al., 2004; Hodges, Bozeat, Lambon Ralph, Patterson, & Spatt, 2000) . Semantic knowledge impairments in semantic dementia also impact on tool use, emphasizing the importance of the anterior temporal lobe for the representation of functional information (Hodges et al., 2000) .
The importance of premotor areas for nonliving concepts accords with evidence from functional activation studies in normal subjects pointing to the involvement of left premotor cortex (BA 6) in the representation of tool and action knowledge (Martin & Chao, 2001 ) as well as action perception (Rizzolatti, Fogassi, & Gallese, 2002) . figure) ; only regions at a more stringent level of p = .001 and 15 voxels are listed in Table 4 and discussed in the text.
Also, primary motor cortex (BA 4) is activated during semantic comprehension of verbs describing movement related actions (Hauk, Johnsrude, & Pulvermuller, 2004) . Finally, the dependence of visual knowledge for nonliving concepts on motor rather than visual areas is consistent with the idea that imagery of motor acts is involved in retrieving visual information about artifacts (review of ''motor imagery'' by Jeannerod & Frak, 1999) .
The implications of these anatomical patterns for rival theories of category specificity in AD are twofold. In the first place, it is clear that impairment of semantic knowledge for living and nonliving objects in AD patients resulted from regional dysfunction in anatomically separable brain areas. Second, higher order visual information in the left posterior fusiform region may relate specifically to living concepts. Neither of these findings can be accounted for by theories based on the assumption of a widely distributed supramodal semantic memory store.
By contrast, the predictions of Garrard et al. (1998 Garrard et al. ( , 2001 , based on the patterns of performance in tasks assessing semantic knowledge for living and nonliving concepts in AD, were, at least partially, corroborated. According to this account, dissociations of semantic knowledge for living and nonliving concepts should be because of differences in the regional distribution of pathology in AD. Temporal neocortical regions, which are most subject to degenerative damage in AD, are differentially important in the representation of living concepts and give rise to the more typical nonliving advantage in the earlier disease stages. Without in vivo anatomical support for a concomitant sensory-functional difference, however, Garrard et al. conceded that the patterns of performance could also be explained by assuming ''evolutionarily adapted domain-specific knowledge systems subserved by distinct neural mechanisms'' (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998) .
The importance of inferior temporal dysfunction in the impairment of living concept knowledge in AD is supported here by the finding of such an association within the posterior fusiform gyrus (BA 37/19). It is also in accordance with the literature on category-specific deficits for living things due to other causes (e.g., herpes simplex encephalitis, closed head injury) showing inferior temporal lobe involvement most frequently (Gainotti, 2000) . The finding of a specific association of visual features alone with left temporal changes suggests in addition a link between visual feature knowledge and the impairments of living concept knowledge in AD, as predicted by the sensory-functional, but not the domain-specific, theory. Our second finding of an association of nonliving but not living concept knowledge with anterior temporal and premotor cortical metabolism, however, is more difficult to reconcile with the sensory-functional theory. In this instance, the overlap of regions associated with visual and functional feature knowledge of nonliving objects may be better explained by the domain-specific hypothesis.
Our seemingly contradictory findings with regard to these two competing theoretical accounts of anatomically separable subdivisions for different types of semantic knowledge can be best explained within a more recent formulation of the domain-specific account (Caramazza & Mahon, 2003) . This hybrid model admits of the coexistence of supramodal domain-specific regions for animals, fruits/vegetables, and tools and additional unimodal feature-specific semantic regions. Indeed, a growing body of evidence from the cognitive neuropsychological literature suggests that impairments of living and nonliving object knowledge can occur in the absence of more pronounced effects of either visual or functional features (Caramazza & Mahon, 2003; Laiacona, Capitani, & Caramazza, 2003; Zannino, Perri, Carlesimo, Pasqualetti, & Caltagirone, 2002; Lambon-Ralph, 1998) . Moreover, visual feature knowledge can be impaired in patients without leading to category-specific effects for living concepts (Caramazza & Mahon, 2003; Lambon-Ralph, 1998 )-a pattern that, we note in passing, was exhibited by one of the patients in the present study. Our data thus accord with the heterogeneity of category-specific semantic disorders reported in the literature (Rosazza et al., 2003) .
The finding of regional dysfunction within the premotor and anterior temporal cortex is in agreement with postmortem neurochemical studies that detected variable degrees of tau pathology in the anterior temporal areas (BA 20/38) and synaptic loss in the premotor area (BA 6) even at predementia stages of AD (Vermersch et al., 1995; Clinton, Blackman, Royston, & Roberts, 1994) . Previous studies in AD patients using regression analyses and global measures of semantic functions (naming and/or nonverbal impairment) have also shown associations with premotor (Grossman et al., 2004) and anterior temporal (Zahn et al., 2004 ) areas using voxel-based morphometry and FDG-PET, respectively. Functional disconnection (diaschisis) of the anterior temporal and motor/premotor regions caused by neurodegeneration within the posterior temporal or parietal association cortices also provide a plausible pathophysiological mechanism. The posterior temporal and parietal association cortex are highly connected to these regions (Creutzfeldt, 1983) and are severely and consistently affected by tangle neuropathology (Harasty, Halliday, Kril, & Code, 1999; Braak & Braak, 1991) .
Our negative finding with regard to significant associations for functional knowledge of living objects with any brain area points to greater variability in the association of regional metabolism and task performance than in the other task conditions. Given the robust correlations of specific regional metabolism with performance in the other conditions, this negative finding is unlikely to be due simply to a lack of statistical power. An alternative explanation is that the knowledge required for the task was represented across multiple regions. This would be consistent with the heterogeneity characteristic of functional features of living objects, which may describe their use by man or animal, characteristic motion, environmental context, or general ''encyclopedic knowledge,'' to name but a few. Thus, the a priori probability of linking this diverse group of features to a specific brain area might be expected to be lower. Future studies using tasks with more differentiated subclassifications of features as proposed by, for example, Cree and McRae (2003) may well reveal specific brain regions linked to subclasses of functional knowledge for living things.
Our findings of regional hypometabolism that is associated with semantic impairment in AD has to be interpreted in conjunction with evidence from other sources to rule out a functional age-related origin of these abnormalities. Neuroimaging studies and neuropathology showed abnormalities in AD patients compared with aged healthy controls in those regions that were associated with semantic memory dysfunction in our study (Zahn et al., 2005; Grossman et al., 2004; Herholz et al., 2002; Harasty et al., 1999; Clinton et al., 1994; Braak & Braak, 1991) . PET studies showed age effects primarily outside of temporal and premotor regions relevant to performance in our task (Herholz et al., 2002) . Furthermore, our agematched control group performed almost perfectly on the semantic task. Thus, normal aging does not markedly affect explicit semantic memory and associated brain regions. In summary, this supports the conclusion that regional effects demonstrated in our AD group did not arise by functional age-related changes but by diseaserelated pathology. On a more cautious note, the robustness of our findings would undoubtedly benefit from further studies replicating the regional associations seen in the present sample and thus confirming consistent regional effects across different AD groups.
In conclusion, therefore, the findings of the present study support the view that semantic organization is characterized both by category-specific supramodal and unimodal feature-specific regions. It should be noted that these data neither demonstrate nor rule out the presence of category-specific subdivisions within the supramodal anterior temporal area, where visual and functional feature knowledge for nonliving things overlap. The findings would therefore be equally consistent with theories positing supramodal semantic stores without category-specific subdivisions for living and nonliving concepts that allow for additional feature-specific regions with category-specific subdivisions. To the best of our knowledge, however, no single cases have yet been described that would be consistent with either of these interpretations.
